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McGraw-Hill Education - Europe, United States, 2011. Hardback.
Book Condition: New. 3rd Revised edition. 277 x 221 mm.
Language: English,Spanish . Brand New Book. Sol y viento
integrates the latest in second language acquisition research
with the highest quality, Hollywood caliber feature film available
for the Introductory Spanish classroom. The Sol y viento
program creates a distinct and captivating cultural experience
that motivates students to develop their communication skills.
Created specifically for beginning language learners, Sol y
viento tells the story of a Chilean family and their winery, and of
a young U.S. Latino businessman who finds himself intricately
involved with the family as his company tries to buy their land.
Mystery, romance, and the unexplainable forces of nature all
play a part in this spellbinding story, drawing students in and
compelling them to want to communicate about the film and its
themes. For an additional charge you may also purchase access
to CENTRO, a portal learning management system, which offers
a diagnostic tool that provides students with tailored learning
plans to address their specific learning needs. This integrated
technology platform delivers a variety of digital components
including Quia workbooks, laboratory manuals and an
interactive e-book with voice board, allowing...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It usually does not charge excessive. I realized this ebook from my dad
and i suggested this publication to learn.
-- Alec V eum-- Alec V eum

This ebook is great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily will get a satisfaction
of reading through a composed pdf.
-- B r enda n Doyle-- B r enda n Doyle
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